Mineral Hill Addition to New Minneapolis Dakota

J. Hayden, Surveyor, certifies that this is a true and exact plat of Mineral Hill Addition to New Minneapolis as surveyed by me, that the blocks and lots are marked on plan and numbered as herein shown; that the width of all streets and alleys and the width and length of all lots are respectfully represented in feet and decimals of feet and that the same is shown on plat herewith; this plat being made from which to make future surveys.

M. D. Hayden
Surveyor, Hand, Type

Above All men by these presents that I, J. Hayden, do hereby certify and declare to the public in favor of all streets and alleys herein designated as Mineral Hill Addition to New Minneapolis, same being situated in the central part of Dakota County, Dakota territory, and that J. Hayden does and does desire to sell all streets and alleys herein designated as Mineral Hill Addition, same being situated in the central part of Dakota County, Dakota territory.

Attest: J. Hayden, Surveyor

[Signature]

[Address]

[Date] 1892